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[571 ABSTRACT 
A method for forming a sensor includes providing a first and 
a second film and bonding an internal connection tab ther- 
ebetween. The internal connection tab is positioned between 
the inner surfaces of the first and second films. Then a 
conductive adhesive is applied to either the tab or to the 
inner film surfaces such that the inner surfaces of the films 
and the tab are electrically connected Finally, the films are 
pressed together to bond the films together with the internal 
connection tab inbetween. 
4 Claims, 9 Drawing Sheets 
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METHOD FOR FABRICATING 
PIEZOELECTRIC POLYMER ACOUSTIC 
SENSORS 
film so that a uniform thickness of the adhesive is obtained. 
the film is held flatly in  place. and a uniform adhesive bond 
line is obtained to produce a sensor of uniform thickness. 
It is a further object of the present invention to provide a 
This is a divisional of application Ser. No. OW319.142 5 method and apparatus of bonding two pieces of film so that 
an internal connection port is formed between the films to filed on Oct. 4. 1994. now abandoned 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION allow the center conductor of a coaxial cable conductor to be 
connected to the inner surfaces of the films. 
It is an additional object of the present invention to The invention described herein was made by employees 
Of the United States and be 
and 
poses without the Payment Of any 
1o provide an improved sensor formed by two pieces of film 
and having an internal connection tab bonded bemeen the 
two pieces of film, instead of having an internal 
DOH. 
Or for the Government for governmental Pur- 
thereon OT 
therefor. 
r - - -  
BACKGROUND OF THE WENTION It is a further object of the present invention to provide a 
15 method and apparatus of forming the improved piezoelectric 
acoustic 
Additional objects and advantages of the invention will be 
set forth in part in the description which follows and. in  part. 
will be obvious from the description. or may be learned by 
The above objects Of the pESent invention are achieved 
which bonds a first film to a 
a base 
which has a surface for the first film; 
surface for holding the 
second film, the top section and base section being mateable 
together to form a cavity the top mating 
surface and the base section mating surface with *e first film 
3o bond the first film to the second film; and internal connection 
port forming for forming an internal connection port 
between the first film and the second film when the base 
section and top section are mated together with the first film 
The above objects of the present invention are also 
achieved providing a method for fo-g a Sensor by 
bonding a first film to a second film. the fist film and second 
film each having an inner and an outer surface. The method 
1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a vacuum holding fixture 
and method for fabricating piezoelehc polymer acoustic 
sensors. 
2. Description of the Related Art 
A fetal monitoring system which monitors the status of a 20 practice Of the invention’ 
fetus inside an expectant mother is disclosed in u.S. pat. N ~ .  
5.140.992. The fetal monitoring system receives pressure 
pulses emitted from a fetus inside the mother and filters out 
pressure pulses originating from sources other than the fetus, 
such as pulses originating from the maternal heart. The fetal 25 a top section which has a 
monitoring system uses a belt which mounts several piezo- 
electric polymer acoustic sensors. The belt is worn by an 
expectant mother to press the sensors against the mother’s 
FIG. 1 illustrates a sensor as used by the fetal monitoring 
system disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,140,992. The sensor is 
formed by two pieces of film (hereinafter a film u)” 
and a ‘Gsecond film 2y) which are bonded together by an 
of 0.004” Ulickpolmyfidene fluoride (pw,) piezoelectric 35 
film. First film 20 and second film 22 each have an inner 
surface with a metal coating a, 26 and an outer surface with 
a coating 28, 30. Each surface of first film U) md 
by providing an 
second film to a sensor* The 
body to allow the Sensors to detect the of the fetus. and the second film pressed together inside the cavity to 
adhesive 23. First film 20 and second film 22 are each a strip and the second film pressed together inside the 
second film 22 has a respective positive or negative dipole 
moment so that each film has a positive dipole moment on 40 films in flat positions with the inner 
the Of (1) maintaining the first and second 
of the first film 
one surface and a negative dipole moment on the other adjacent to the h e r  surface of the second film; (2) applying 
surface. Such films are in the art and are fuy an adhesive to the inner surface of at least one of the first and 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,140,992. An internal connection second films; (3) positioning an 
port 32 is formed between first film 20 and second film 22 forming device between the inner surfaces of the first and 
and is used to connect the Sensor to the center  conduct^ 45 second films; (4) pressing the first and second films together 
cable 3. Center con&ctor wire 34 is to bond the inner surfaces of the first and second films 
inserted into internal connedon together. thereby bonding the first and second films together; 
connected to the inner surface metal coatings 24, 26 of the and (5) removing the i n t a d  port device from 
bonded first film 20 and second film 22. The outer conductor between the her surfaces Of the first and second films to 
36 of cable 35 is connected to the metal 50 form an internal connection port between the first and 
coatings 28.3 on the outer of first film 20 and second films which allows an electrical connection to the 
second film 22. inner surfaces of the bonded first and second films. 
nus. a Sensor is formed by bonding together two pieces Moreover, the above objects Of the present invention are 
of piezoelectric polymer film, such as polyvinyfidene f l u e  achieved by Providing an a base 
fide (PVF,). Conventional mehob of bonding together two 55 section which has a mating surface for holding the first film: 
pieces of piezoelectric polymer filminclude simply taping or a top section which has a mating surface for holding the 
pressing the two pieceS of film together with an second film. the top section and base section being mateable 
However. such methods do not maintain uniform thickness together to a &Ween the section mating 
of the between the films and do not mains surface and the base section mating surface with the first film 
uniform ‘qatness” of the film. merefore, the resulting 60 and the second Nm pressed together inside the cavity to 
sensor does not have a uniform thickness. Also, such con- bond the 
ventional methods of bonding do not tab forming means for forming an internal connection tab 
between the first film and the second film when the base adhesive bond line between the films. 
section and top section are mated together with the first film 
In addition, the objects of the present invention are 
achieved by providing a method for forming a sensor having 
connection 
34 of a 
32 md is 
film to the second film; and internal 
a 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
Accordhgly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide an apparatus and method for bonding two pieces of 
65 and the second film pressed together inside the cavity. 
5,750.002 
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a first film and a second film bonded together with an vacuum holding fixture comprises a top section 38 having a 
internal connection tab therebetween, the fust film and mating surface 39 and a base section 40 having a mating 
second film each having an inner and an outer surface. The surface 41. Top section 38 and base section 40 can be mated 
method comprises the steps of (1) maintaining the first and together and held in place by wing-nut screws 42. Mating 
second films in flat positions with the inner surface of the 5 surfaces 39 and 41 are machined So that a ' ~"~1 .5"~0 .020"  
first film adjacent to the inner surface of the second film; (2) cavity is formed when top section 38 and base section 40 
positioning the internal connection tab between the inner mated together. v a c ~ ~  inlet 43 are located in the 
surfaces of the first and second films; (3) applying a con- center of the Cavity in top section 38 and the center of the 
ductive to at least One of the internal connection cavity in base section 40. Clear. flexible plastic tubing. such 
tab. the inner surface of the first film and the inner surface as PVC lines. serve as vacuum discharge lines 44. Vacuum 
of the second film the conductive adhesive being applied to discharge lines 
a location which will allow the inner surfaces ofthe first and 46 in top section 38 and base section 40 for applying a 
second f i lm and the internal connection tab to be elecbi- vacuum to the vacuum holding fixture. Vacuum inlet ports 
c d y  connected via the adhesive when the sensor is formed 43 extend through top section 38 and base section 40 to a 
(4) applying an insulative adhesive to the inner surface of at 15 side of top section 38 and base section 40. respectively. and 
least one film, the insdative being applied to a are connected to vacuum discharge lines 44. AY-jumper (not 
location does not cover the conductive and illustrated) connects vacuum discharge lines 44 to a single 
( 5 )  pressing the first and second films togetha to bond the h e  (not illustrated). The sin!$ line is connected to a 
inner surfaces of the first and second films together with the vacuum gauge (not illustrated) and vacuum system (not 
internal connection tab therebetween. thereby bonding the 20 illustrated). A vacuum gauge that measures to 30" Hg is 
first and second films and the internal connection suitable for the bonding process. A 0.012" diameter wire 50 
extends %" into the cavity. A wide by 1%'' deep channel together to form the sensor. 
52 is machined in base section 40 on each side of the cavity 
In addition' the objects Of the present invention are to provide a place for excessive adhesive to squeeze out. 
achieved by providing a sensor comprising an internal 
are connected to vacuum discharge 
connection tab; first and second films, each 
inner surface and an outer surface. the imer surface of the 
having an 25 As illusmted in FIG* qB)* first film 2o is placed On 
f?om mating 'INfaCe 39 Of top section 38. wire 
Second film 22 is placed On 
top section 38 and first film 20 is placed underneath wire 50. 
section 40. First film 20 and second film 22 are each. 
30 preferably, 5~"~11/4" rectangular shaped and 0.004" thick. 
First film and second film 22 are oriented so that the 
positive or negative charged dipole moments face each other 
(positive-positive or negative-negative). Vacuum is 
applied to the vacuum holding fixture to hold first film 20 
35 and second film 22 flatly in place through the remainder of 
wfi become and more readily appreciated frorn the sive is applied to the inner surface of each film and should 
following description of the preferred embodiments. taken 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, of which: 38 is hen mated 
FIG. 1 (prior art) is a diagram of a Prior art sensor- 40 to base section 40. Top section 38 and base section 40 are 
FIGS. %A), 2@) and 2(C) are diagram illustrating a clamped together with wing-nut screws 42. Preferably, 
vacuum holding fixture according to a first embodiment of wing-nut screws 42 are used to facilitate ease of clamphg. 
the present invention. Excessive adhesive will squeeze out into channels 52. When 
XA), 3(B) and 3(c) are diagrams illustrating a top section 38 and base section 40 are mated together with 
vacuum holding fixture according to a second embodiment 45 first film 20 and second film 22 therebetween. wire 50 is 
of the present invention. sandwiched between first film 20 and second fiLm 22. The 
purpose of wire 50 is to form internal connection port 32 
(see FIG. 1) for use when first film 20 and second film 22 are 
50 wire 50 is sandwiched between first film 20 and second film 
together. and the other end of wire 50 is connected to top 
portion 38. 
mer approximately ten minutes, the epoxy is cured 
Of the present 55 enough to disassemble the vacuum holding fixture. Wing- 
first film being adjacent to the inner surface of the second 
first fiLm, the second film ,&,d the internal connection tab and 
a conductive adhesive which provides an electrical connec- 
tion between the inner surfaces of the first and second films 
and the internal connection tab. 
film, and an insdative adhesive which bonds together the 'IUface 41 Of base 
BRIEF DESCFWTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
These and other objects and advantages of the invention the bonding Fast insdative epoxy 
the entire surface of each film. 
As illustrated in FIG. 4 ~ ) .  top 
FIGS. 4(A) and 4(B) are diagrams of a top section of a 
vacuum fixture according to a third embodiment Of removed from the vacuum holding fixme. Thus, one end of the present invention. 
vacuum 
of the present invention. 
flGs. 6(A) and 6@) are 
fixture to the third 
FIGS. 5(A) and S(B) are diagrams of a base section of a 22 while top se&on 38 and base section 40 are mated 
fixture according to the third 
of a vacuum h o l b g  
invention. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PFWTRRED EMBODIMENTS 
Reference will now be made in detail to the present 
preferred embodiments of the present invention, examples 
of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings, 
wherein like reference numerals refer to like elements 
FIGS. %A). 2(B) and 2(C) are diagrams illustrating a 
vacuum holding fixture according to a f i s t  embodiment of 
the present invention. As illustrated in FIG. 2(A). the 
throughout. 
nut screws 42 are removed and top sectioi 38 should be 
gently tapped with a soft-faced hammer until top section 38 
slides off base section 4 0 . T ~  section 38 and base section 40 
should be gently separated First film u) and second film 22 
60 are now bonded together and should slide off wire 50. First 
film 20 and second film 22. bonded together. form a sensor. 
Any excess adhesive should be removed from the sensor 
edges. The fixture can be cleaned and will then be ready for 
bonding of another sensor. A release agent is preferably 
65 sprayed on mating surfaces 39 and 41 before top section 38 
and base section 40 are mated together. The release agent 
acts to ease the separation of top section 38 from base 
5,750.002 
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section 40 and also eases removal of fist film 20 and second 
film 22 from top section 38 and base section 40. 
Internal connection port 32 (see m ~ .  1) is formed by 
removing the from the vacuum holding fixture and 
illustrated in FIG. 1, internal connection port 32 is a cavity 
which allows center conductor wire 34 of coaxial cable 35 
to be connected to inner surfaces metal coatings 24.26 of the 
bonded first film and second film 22. Thus, a SenSOT 
tab 56 acts as a conductor for connecting to the inner 
surfaces of first film 20 and second film 22. Thus. there is no 
need toperform extra steps of attaching the center conductor 
of a coaxial cable to the sensor through internal connection 
inner surfaces of the films is formed by the improved sensor. 
as compared to the sensor illustrated in FIG. 1. 
4(A) and 4(B) illustrate top section 38 Of the 
vacuum holding fixture according to the third embodiment 
sliding the sensor off wire 50. As previousl~ discuss& and 5 Port 32. a Illuch stronger connection to the 
having an internal connection pod 32 for connection to a 10 of the Present invention and FIGS. 5(A) and 5(B) illustrate 
coaxial cable is formed by this embodiment of the present base section 40 of the vacuum holding according to 
invention, wherein pieces of are the third embodiment of the present invention. Top section 
38 and base section 40 of the third embodiment of the bonded together with a fast-setting epoxy adhesive. 
present invention are similar to the top section and the base 
15 section of the second embodiment of the present invention. Thus. wire 50 acts as an internal connection port forming 
except that the third embodiment does not include a wire for mechanism. However, such an internal connection port 
forming an internal connection port. The wire is not neces- forming mechanism does not have to be a wire. It could be a rod or any other type of device which f~ rms  a suitable sary since an internal connection port is not formed in the cavity when first film 2o and second film 22 are pressed e m b b e n t  of the present invention and, instead. an 
20 internal connection tab 56 is bonded between first film 20 together. 
In the vacuum fixture two pieces and second film 22. ALSO, channels 52 are illustrated as 
of film in Place. Adhesive is formed in top section 38. However. channels 52 can be 
is clamped together and the adhesive cures. This embodi- formed in either top section 38 or base section 40. 
ment of the present invention maintains a uniform adhesive preferably, internal connedion tab 56 is 0 . ~ 3 t l ~ 0 . ~ 6 2 5 ~ ~ ~ 1 *  
bond line between the two pieces of film provides an 25 and is made of a copper “ m o w  brand film. 
internal connection port between the inner surface metal “ m o r  brand film is 
coatings of each film and eliminates excessive adhesive copper G ~ K A ~ T O ~  brand film is the 
clean-up. The vacuum holding fixture according to the film does not melt when heat is applied for soldering 
embodiments of the present invention also maintains uni- comedians. M ~ ~ .  a 
form Of the adhesive between the films and 30 However, other brands of film can be used and other t y p e s  
maintains U n i f o r m  “fhtness” of the films resulting in uni- of sol&rhle coatings can be used. It is significantly easier 
form thickness of the sensor. make the electrical connections to internal connection tab 56 
FIGS. YA). 3(B) and 3(C) are diagrams illustrating a than to connect the center conductor of the coaxial cable to 
vacuum holding fixture according to a second embodiment the inner surfaces of first film 20 and second film 22 through 
of the present invention. This embodiment is similar to the 35 the internal connection port 32 of the sensor illustrated in 
embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 2(A). 2(B) and 2(C) except FIG. 1. 
that the second embodiment forms hexagonal shaped sen- According to the third embodiment of the present 
sors from hexagonal shaped pieces of film, as opposed to the invention. first film 20 is hexagonal shaped film and is 
redangular shaped SenSon formed fromrecbnPlar shaped placed on top section 38. Second film 22 is also hexagonal 
Pieces of film as illustrated in  FIG. 2(B). In FIGS. 3@) and 40 shaped and is placed on base section 40. Vacuum is applied 
3(B). the mating surfaces 39- 41 Of top section 38 and base to top section 38 and base section 40 as in the previously 
section 40 are hexagonal shaped to form a hexagonal shaped described embodiments to hold first film 20 tightly and flatly 
cavity when top section 38 and base section 40 are mated against top section 38 and to hold second film 22 tightly and 
together. This can be col4Jared to the redangular shaped flatly against base section 40. Internal connection tab 56 is 
mating Surfaces 39-41 illustrated in FIGS. Z(A) and z(B). In 45 then placed on base section 40 so that internal connection tab 
Other reSPc6, the embodiment frustrated in FIGS. 3(A)- 56 extends, preferably, about half the length of second film 
3(B) and 3(c) is S i m i l a r  to the embodiment ihstrated in 22. A small amount of conductive epoxy is then placed in the 
FIGS. %A), 2(B) and %c). The formation of hexagon inner surface of second film 22 so that the epoxy contacts 
shaped sensors d O W S  a phU&ty Of Sensors to be positioned in- connection tab 56 and second film 22 and so that the 
very close to each other on the mother’s body so that the 50 epoxy &O contact first film 20 when first film 20 and 
Sensors are all Positioned Within the Same, S m a l l  diameter second film 22 are bonded together. A preferable conductive 
Circle. For example. seven hexagonal shaped sensors can be epoxy is f i o m e c s  548 p a  B and Hardener 29. which is 
arranged in a Smaller diameter circle as compared to Seven widely known and available. Before first film 20 and second 
redangular Shaped SenSon having the Same Surface area as film 22 are bonded together. an insulative epoxy is applied 
the hexagon Shaped S a w m .  Thus. bY Using Several Sensors 55 to the inner slrrface of second film 22 so that no gaps will be 
on the mother’s body, as opposed to a single sensor. a fetal present &ween first film u) and second film 22 when first 
monitoring system produces more accurate results. film 20 and second film 22 are bonded together. The 
The sensors formed by the first and second embodiments insulative epoxy should not cover the conductive epoxy or 
of the vacuum holding fixture have an internal connection else lint film 20, second film 22 and internal conduction tab 
port 32 for connecting the respective sensor to the center 60 56 will not be electrically connected together when the 
conductor of a coaxial cable. However. FIGS. 4(A), 4(B), sensor is formed. After the conductive epoxy and the h u -  
5(A), 5p).  6(A) and 6(B) illustrate a third embodiment of lative epoxy are applied, top section 38 and base section 40 
a vacuum holding fixture which forms an improved sensor. are mated together as illustrated in FIGS. q A )  and 6(B) and 
The improved sensor has an internal connection tab 56 (see wing-nut screws 42 are inserted into top section 38 and base 
FIG. 6(A)) formed between first film 20 and second film 22, 65 section 40. Wing-nut screws 42 should be “finger tight” to 
instead of having internal connection port 32 formed facilitate ease of clamping. Excess insulative epoxy will 
between first film 20 and second film 22. Internal connection flow into channels 52. After approximately ten minutes. the 
to the films. The 
and 
coating is the 
5.750.002 
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conductive epoxy and insulative epoxy should be cured 
enough to open the fixture. The vacuum should then be 
released and top section 38 and base section 40 should be 
separated. First film 20 and second film 22. bonded together 
with internal connection tab 56 therebetween. form one 5 
sensor. 
In accord@ to the third embodiment Of the 
present invention* first film 2o and second film 22 are 
bonded together with internal connection tab 56 formed 
therebetween. A small amount of conductive epoxy is used lo 
to maintain electrical contact between the metal coatings on 
the inner surfaces of first film 20, second film 22 and internal 
connection tab 56. Insulative epoxy exists between first film 
20 and second film 22 to bond and fill in the gaps between 
first film 20 and second film 22 so that an electrical contact 15 
region formed by the conductive epoxy is surrounded and 
protected by the insulative epoxy and. preferably, no gaps 
exist between first film 20 and second film 22 which are not 
filled with insulative epoxy. There should not be an electrical 
connection between the inner and outer surfaces of either 2o 
first film 20 or second film 22. The use of the insulative 
epoxy serves to prevent such a connection. Preferably. the 
metal coating 24.26,28.30 on the inner surfaces and outer 
and covers the entire portion of each side of first film 20 and z5 
second Nm 22. 
FIGS. %A). 4(B), 5(A) and 5(B) show specific measure- 
ments for top section 38 and base section 4 0  however, the 
embodiments of the present invention are not intended to be 
would recognize that various different measurements and 
sizes could be used. Also, the sensors are described as being 
either rectangular shaped or hexagonal shaped; however, the 
embodiments of the present invention are not intended to be 
limited to these particular shapes and a person skilled in the 35 
art would recognize that various shapes and sizes of sensors, 
and the corresponding shapes and sizes of the vacuum 
holding fixture, could be used. 
Also, the sensors are not intended to be limiting only for 
use in an apparatus which monitors the status of a fetus. 
There are many other uses for such sensors. For example. the 
sensors could be used to detect the heartbeat Of the mother 
or other signals or pulses originating in a human or animal 
body. The sensors may also be Useful f a  Sensing Signals. 45 
Pulses and noise in any other type of body or 
material. Sensors described herein can also be called 
“bimorph” sensors. positions. 
Although a few preferred embodiments of the present 
invention have been shown and described, it would be 
appreciated by those skilled in the art that changes may be 
made in these embodiments without departing from the 
principles and spirit of the invention. the scope of which is 
defined in the claims and their equivalents. 
what is claimed is: 
1. A method for forming a sensor having a first film and 
a second film bonded together with an internal connection 
tab therebetween. the first Nm and second film each having 
an inner and an outer surface, the method comprising: 
maintaining the first and second films in substantially flat 
positions with the inner surface of the first film adjacent 
to the inner surface of the second Nm; 
positioning the internal connection tab between the inner 
surfaces of the first and second films; 
applying a conductive adhesive to at least one of the 
internal connection tab, the inner surface of the first 
film and the inner surface of the second film. the 
conductive adhesive being applied to a location which 
will allow the inner surfaces of the first and second 
films and the internal connection tab to be electrically 
connected via the adhesive when the sensor is formed; 
and 
inner surfaces of the first and second films together 
with the internal connection tab therebetween, thereby 
bonding the first and second films and the internal 
connection tab together to form the sensor. 
SlufaceS Of first film 20 and second fih 22 is made Of nickel pressing the firSt and second films together to bond the 
2. A method as in 1, further comprising: 
limited to these measurements and a person skilled in the 30 applying an insulative adhesive to at least one of the 
internal connection tab. the inner surface of the first 
film and the inner surface of the second film, the 
insulative adhesive being applied to a location which 
will act as an insulator to fill in gaps existing between 
the inner surfaces of the first and second films. yet 
allow the inner surfaces of the first and second films 
and the internal connection tab to be electrically con- 
nected via the conductive adhesive when the sensor is 
formed 
3. A method as in claim 1. wherein the step of maintaining 
the first and second films in flat positions further comprises 
using vacuum to maintain the first and second films in flat 
positions. 
4. ~ ~ e t h o d  as in claim 2. wherein the step of -&kg 
the first and second films in flat positions further comprises 
using vacuum to maintain the first and second films in flat 
* * * * *  
